We review different high-resolution diffuse optical tomography (HR-DOT) experiments monitoring functional activation [1] or brain perfusion in humans [2] . We demonstrate the demand of an objective depth correction algorithm especially for weak (i.e., intrinsic) signals.
• The resulting Jaccobian assigns the highest sensitivity to optical changes in the outermost voxels (i.e., scalp) and has a strongly decreasing sensitivity toward deeper layers (i.e. brain tissue).
When solving the inverse problem this leads to a distortion of the reconstructed results in a way that contrast features are pulled toward the surface. Volumetric mapping of the ICG bolus dynamics onto a coronal view of the brain (bottom) and corresponding time curves (top). The bolus peak arrives in the brain first (blue), and later in the outer skin layers (red).
Discussion and Conclusion Discussion and Conclusion
• We are able to localize and map in 3D both weak functional neuroactivation patterns as well as strong exogenic contrast features with statistical significance.
• Weak signals are grossly misplaced and projected outside the brain.
• For strong signals such as caused by exogenic contrast agents, the depth localization improves greatly. In most studies, especially in functional NIRS, changes of intrinsic chromophores are measured. Comparing this to exogenic signals may affords a way of benchmarking the depth localization quality of HR-DOT algorithms in vivo.
• Various methods have been proposed to correct depth-profiling errors in DOT, e.g. [4, 5] . Comparing intrinsic and extrinsic contrast features in vivo may serve to compare the effectiveness such methods.
